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Besides this point, we have been preoccupied that the created school 
infrastructure is one suited for performance, and that it offers students, 
teachers and parents the necessary conditions for a harmonious 
education. 
The Local Council and the City Hall of Rovinari are on the third project that 
is accessed through the program “Lifelong learning” developed by the 
National Agency for Community Programs in the field of Education and 
Professional Evolution – ANPCDEFP that is a part of the Minister of 
Education, Research, Youth and Sports. 
These projects have the role to prevent and repel the school failure and 
abandonment, but also to promote the elements of national culture and 
multilingualism. 
Together with the Local Council, we try to promote a healthy life style 
through the development of specific categories of decisional factors that 
are involved in the educational process to maintain the health and also 
increase the capacity of teaching specialists and in that way give them the 
desire and the impulse to involve themselves in the parental education and 
send useful information for the health of the students. 
In the end I want to remind the students and teaching specialists that we 
encourage them to involve in projects in which they can gain a wide 
experience. I ask them to take advantage of what European Union has to 
offer and commit themselves to this projects and treat each one of theirs 
activity in a serious manner.  
This is the time for projects and we must involve, because we live in a 
world where globalization is more intense then ever. It is most important to 
take advantage of the opportunity that our parents didn’t have. 
 

Mayor, Dorin Filip 
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The local public administration that I 
represent has always been preoccupied 
that the act of education that take place in 
school institutions is one of quality. 



 

The first data about the region that today is the area of Rovinari city dates 
back since Paleolithic period, but the first official attestation of the village 
Rovinari its mentioned in the year 1497 in the papers made by the king of 
Hungary, Sigismund or by Iancu of Hunedoara. The name derives from the 
word “rovină” which means swamp. 

Established on the location that belonged to the area of six villages, it was 
officially named city on 9 December 1981 and it is part of the  category of 
small cities. 

Relatively new, the city is a result of a forced human settlement, made by 
the activities of mining exploitation for lignite from the carboniferous basin, 
which has the name as the city. 
Rovinari city is placed in the south-west region of Romania, on the middle 
course of the river Jiu, on its right bank at the contact between Getic 
Subcarpathians and Getic Piedmont, at an altitude of about 150 meters. 
Rovinari city has a population of about 13.851 people, with an average age 
of 36 years, and assigned on sex, a percentage of 50/50% consist in men 
and 49,50% in women. 
 
 
 
 

The Local Council of Rovinari city is the deliberative authority at local 
level, the legislative forum of Rovinari city. The Local Council its 
compound of 17 members, elected by the population that resides in 
Rovinari city through universal, equal, directly, secret and free will vote. 

Through the decisions that it adapts with the vote of the majority of its 
members, the Local Council support the development of local community. 
The income and outlay budget of the city, which they adopt every year, 
provides financial sources for education, culture, investment, 
development which are vital for the insurance of the social economic 
progress. 

In the Romanian administrative and political system, the Local Council 
has an important role because his responsibilities have a major role in 
insurance the development, operation and modernization of the locality.   
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